Using Storage Class Memories to Increase the Reliability of Two-Dimensional RAID Arrays
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Abstract— Two-dimensional RAID arrays maintain separate row and column parities for all their disks. Depending on their organization, they can tolerate between two and three concurrent disk failures without losing any data. We propose to enhance the robustness of these arrays by replacing a small fraction of these drives with storage class memory devices, and demonstrate how such a pairing is several times more reliable than relying on conventional disks alone, or simply augmenting popular redundant layouts. Depending on the ratio of the failure rates of these two devices, the substitution can double or even triple the mean time to data loss (MTTDL) of each array.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RAID arrays are widely used to prevent data losses in medium to large storage systems [7, 21]. Their main advantages include low space overhead and excellent read throughput. Their main limitation is that they can only tolerate single disk failures.

Assuming a disk failure rate of one failure per 100,000 hours and a disk repair time of 24 hours with an eight-disk RAID, the probability of a second disk failure occurring before the failed disk can be replaced is $1.7 \times 10^{-3}$. While this is a risk that the owner of a medium-size size storage system is probably willing to take, the same is not true in storage systems composed of thousands of disks. Consider for instance an installation with one thousand disks. Assuming the same disk failure rate as before, we can predict that this installation will experience an average of 88 disk failures per year and thus has a full 15 percent probability of suffering irrecoverable data loss over a year. An even more alarming fact is the non-negligible risk of encountering an unreadable block on an otherwise operational disk while we attempt to reconstruct the contents of a failed disk, which would also result in irrecoverable data loss.

The solution to these problems requires using redundant disk organizations that can tolerate more than one disk failure. RAID level 6 is the best known example of such organizations [4, 26]. While RAID level 5 specifies one parity block per error correction group, RAID level 6 adds a second parity block thus allowing it tolerate two simultaneous disk failures.

We investigate a different approach, specifically, two-dimensional RAID arrays that organize their disks into a square matrix and maintain separate parity information for each row and each column of the matrix [23]. Depending on their layout, these arrays can tolerate two or even three simultaneous failures without experiencing any data loss. Previous investigations indicated that some two-dimensional RAID organizations could significantly increase their resilience by reorganizing themselves in the presence of one or more disk failures. We investigate the feasibility and extent of improving the reliability of such disk arrays by replacing a small fraction of their disk drives with solid-state devices in order to take advantage of the lower failure rates of these devices. Our analysis indicates that such a partial substitution can double or even triple the mean time to data loss (MTTDL) of each array depending on the ratio of the failure rates of these two devices.

In addition, we compare the reliabilities thus achieved by two-dimensional RAID arrays with those achieved by comparable RAID level 6 and mirrored organizations to conclude that two-dimensional RAID arrays are more reliable than these popular organizations. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses storage class memories and their performance compared to conventional disks; Section 3 introduces our proposal and Section 4 evaluates its impact on the reliability of various array organizations. Finally, Section 5 reviews previous work and Section 6 presents our conclusions.

II. STORAGE CLASS MEMORIES

Storage class memories (SCMs) constitute a new class of non-volatile storage systems that are both cheaper than volatile main memory, and much faster than conventional disks. Unlike magnetic disk and MEMS [6] technologies, SCMs have no moving parts. In addition, they do not suffer from the potential write-speed limitations as flash memory.
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Figure 1. General organization of a phase-change memory [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Expected Value (2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access time</td>
<td>100 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate</td>
<td>200–1000 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Endurance</td>
<td>10^7 write cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Endurance</td>
<td>no upper limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity growth</td>
<td>&gt; 40% per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Time to Failure</td>
<td>10–50 million hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of random to sequential access times</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Power</td>
<td>100 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standby Power</td>
<td>1 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock and Vibration resistance</td>
<td>&gt; 15 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>&lt;$2/GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost reduction rate</td>
<td>40 percent/year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Expected specifications of PCM devices.

We will focus here on phase-change memories (PCMs) as an exemplar of this new class of storage devices. While it is not yet clear which type of SCMs will eventually succeed on the marketplace, most of our conclusions are likely to hold for any type of SCMs.

PCMs contain no moving parts and use cross bar-type chip structures to access data. As seen in Figure 1, bits are stored at the intersection of each row and each column of the cross-bar structure. Various techniques can be used to encode this data. The most promising approach relies on the physical properties of chalcogenide materials. At room temperature, these materials can exist in two stable states, namely an amorphous state exhibiting a high resistivity and a crystalline state characterized by a much lower resistivity. Quickly heating the material above its melting temperature and then letting it quickly cool will leave the material in an amorphous, high resistive state. Similarly, heating the material above its crystallization temperature and then letting it cool at a relatively slower rate will leave it in a crystalline, more conductive, state.

Table 1 displays the most important parameters of the first generation of SCMs. As we can see, they are almost as fast as volatile main memory, and nearly as cheap as magnetic disks.

We will now briefly consider the two-dimensional RAID array of Figure 2. It consists of nine data disks and six parity disks. Parity disks $P_1$, $P_2$, and $P_3$ contain the exclusive or (XOR) of the contents of the data disks in their respective rows while parity disks

III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL RAID ARRAYS

Consider the two dimensional RAID array of Figure 2. It consists of nine data disks and six parity disks. Parity disks $P_1$, $P_2$, and $P_3$ contain the exclusive or (XOR) of the contents of the data disks in their respective rows while parity disks
As long as a column $i$ only contains a single failed disk, we will be able to reconstitute any row parity block located on the failed disk without involving any disk outside of column $j$. Similarly, column parity blocks will participate in the computation of the row parity blocks of the rows on which they reside. As long as a row $i$ only contains a single failed disk, we will be able to reconstitute any row parity block located on the failed disk without involving any disk outside of row $i$. As a result, triple failures similar to that displayed in Figure 3 will not result in data loss as we will always be able to reconstitute enough row or column parity blocks. The array remains vulnerable to quadruple failures involving four disks located on the same two rows and the same two columns. As seen on Figure 5, data loss occurs when four failed devices form a rectangle.

Even higher reliabilities could be achieved by replacing some—or all—of the array disks by more reliable devices. SCMs are an ideal candidate because of their expected lower failure rates compared to disk technology. Since they do not suffer from disk’s random access performance penalty, they will also have a much higher effective I/O bandwidth.

Figure 6 describes one possible way of using both magnetic disks and SCM devices in a two-dimensional array. It consists of twelve disks and four SCM devices. The twelve disks are organized into three RAID level 5 arrays corresponding to the three top rows of the array and the four SCM devices contain the column parities of the disks. Since the SCM devices are expected to have a much higher effective I/O bandwidth than disks, they should be better able to handle parity update workloads from the three disks in their respective columns.

Observe that the SCM devices maintain the column parities of both the data blocks and the parity blocks stored on the twelve disks. As long as a column $i$ only contains a single failed disk, we will thus be able to reconstitute any row parity block located on the failed disk without involving any disk outside of column $j$. This guarantees that the array will tolerate all triple device failures.

IV. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Estimating the reliability of a storage system means estimating the probability $R(t)$ that the system will operate correctly over the time interval $[0, t]$ given that it operated correctly at time $t = 0$. Computing that function requires solving a system of linear differential equations, a task that becomes quickly unmanageable as the complexity of the system grows. A more practical option is to focus on the mean time to data loss (MTTDL) of the storage system, which is the approach we will take here.

Our system model consists of an array with independent failure modes for each device. When one of them fails, a repair process is immediately initiated for the failed device. Should several devices fail, the repair process will be performed in parallel on those devices. We assume that disk failures and SCM device failures are independent events exponentially distributed with respective rates $\lambda$ and $\lambda'$. We further assume that that all repairs are exponentially distributed with rate $\mu$. 

![Figure 5](image-url) One of the possible quadruple failures that will result in data loss.

![Figure 6](image-url) A partially declustered two-dimensional RAID array with twelve disks and four SCM devices.

$Q_1$, $Q_2$, and $Q_3$ contain the XOR of the contents of the data disks in their respective columns. This organization offers the main advantage of ensuring that the data will survive the failure of an arbitrary pair of disks, and most failures of three disks. As seen in Figure 3, the only triple failures that result in data loss are those that include one arbitrary data disk and the two parity disks from its row and column.

The main drawback of this organization is its potentially poor write bandwidth. Assume that we want to update data stored on data disk $D_{ip}$. We will have to propagate the update to the respective row and column parity disks of disk $D_{ip}$, that is, disks $P_i$ and $Q_j$. As a result, we will be unable to fully parallelize updates to data stored on two data disks that happen to be on the same row or the same column.

One solution to this problem is declustering. To achieve it, we will add an additional disk to the array and distribute row parity blocks among the $n + 1$ disks of their respective rows and column parity blocks among the $n + 1$ disks of their respective columns. As Figure 4 shows, the result of this process will be the two-dimensional equivalent of a RAID level 5 organization.

Observe that row parity blocks are now stored in each column. They now participate in the computation of the column parity blocks of the columns on which they reside. As long as a column $i$ only contains a single failed disk, we will be able to reconstitute any row parity block located on the failed disk without involving any disk outside of column $j$. Similarly, column parity blocks will participate in the computation of the row parity blocks of the rows on which they reside. As long as a row $i$ only contains a single failed disk, we will be able to reconstitute any row parity block located on the failed disk without involving any disk outside of row $i$. As a result, triple failures similar to that displayed in Figure 3 will not result in data loss as we will always be able to reconstitute enough row or column parity blocks. The array remains vulnerable to quadruple failures involving four disks located on the same two rows and the same two columns. As seen on Figure 5, data loss occurs when four failed devices form a rectangle.
While some of these assumptions are not true for real systems, they are necessary in order to be able to use stochastic models with finite numbers of states.

Figure 7 displays the simplified state diagram for a fully declustered two-dimensional RAID array with 16 disks. State <0> represents the normal state of the array when its 16 disks are all operational. A failure of any of these disks would bring the array to state <1>. A failure of a second disk would bring the array into state <2> and a failure of a third disk would bring the array to state <3>. As we stated earlier, we assume that any additional failure occurring while the array already has three failed disks will result in data loss.

Repair transitions bring the array back from state <3> to state <2>, then from state <2> to state <1> and, finally, from state <1> to state <0>. Their rates are equal to the number of failed disks times the disk repair rate \( \mu \).

Repair transitions bring the array back from state <3> to state <2>, then from state <2> to state <1> and, finally, from state <1> to state <0>. Their rates are equal to the number of failed disks times the disk repair rate \( \mu \).

As Figure 8 shows, the state transition diagram of the new array has now ten states instead of four as we have to distinguish between failures of one of the 12 disks and failures of one of the four SCM devices. State <0, 0> represents the normal state of the array when its 16 devices are all operational. Successive failures of one of the 12 disks would first bring the array to state <0, 1> then to state <0, 2> and finally to state <0, 3>. As before, we assume that a fourth disk failure would result in data loss. In the same way, successive failures of one of the four SCM devices would first bring the array to state <1, 0> then to state <2, 0> and finally to state <3, 0>. The three remaining states correspond to situations where the array has lost i SCM devices and j disks with \( i + j \leq 3 \). Repair transitions are fairly regular.

The Kolmogorov system of differential equations describing the behavior of the array is

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dp_{0}(t)}{dt} &= -16\lambda p_{0}(t) + \mu p_{1}(t) \\
\frac{dp_{1}(t)}{dt} &= -(15\lambda + \mu)p_{1}(t) + 16\lambda p_{0}(t) + 2\mu p_{2}(t) \\
\frac{dp_{2}(t)}{dt} &= -(14\lambda + 2\mu)p_{2}(t) + 15\lambda p_{1}(t) + 3\mu p_{3}(t) \\
\frac{dp_{3}(t)}{dt} &= -(13\lambda + 3\mu)p_{3}(t) + 14\lambda p_{2}(t)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p_{i}(t) \) is the probability that the system is in state \( <i> \) with the initial conditions \( p_{0}(0) = 1 \) and \( p_{i}(0) = 0 \) for \( i \neq 0 \).

The Laplace transforms of these equations are

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dp_{0}(t)}{dt} &= -16\lambda p_{0}(t) + \mu p_{1}(t) \\
\frac{dp_{1}(t)}{dt} &= -(15\lambda + \mu)p_{1}(t) + 16\lambda p_{0}(t) + 2\mu p_{2}(t) \\
\frac{dp_{2}(t)}{dt} &= -(14\lambda + 2\mu)p_{2}(t) + 15\lambda p_{1}(t) + 3\mu p_{3}(t) \\
\frac{dp_{3}(t)}{dt} &= -(13\lambda + 3\mu)p_{3}(t) + 14\lambda p_{2}(t)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p_{i}(t) \) is the probability that the system is in state \( <i> \) with the initial conditions \( p_{0}(0) = 1 \) and \( p_{i}(0) = 0 \) for \( i \neq 0 \).

Observing that the mean time to data loss (MTTDL) of the array is given by

\[
MTTDL = \sum_{i} p_{i}^{*}(0),
\]

we solve the system of Laplace transforms for \( s = 0 \) and use this result to compute the MTTDL and obtain

\[
MTTDL = \frac{6061\lambda^3 + 659\lambda^2 \mu + 61\lambda \mu^2 + 3\mu^3}{21840\lambda^4}.
\]
where $p_0(t)$ is the probability that the system is in state $<i, j>$ with the initial conditions $p_{00}(0) = 1$ and $p_{ij}(0) = 0$ otherwise.

Using the same techniques as in the previous example, we obtain the MTTDL of the new array as a quotient of two polynomials too large to be displayed.

When the failure rate $\lambda'$ of the SCM devices goes to zero, we have

$$
\lim_{\lambda' \to 0} \text{MTTDL} = \frac{763\lambda^3 + 1117\lambda^2\mu + 15\lambda\mu^2 + \mu^3}{1980\lambda^3}.
$$

Figure 9 displays on a logarithmic scale the MTTDLs achieved by our two-dimensional array. We assumed that the disk failure rate $\lambda$ was one failure every one hundred thousand hours, that is, slightly less than one failure every eleven years. These values correspond to the high end of the failure rates observed by Pinheiro et al. [25] and Schroeder and Gibson [27]. Disk repair times are expressed in days and MTTDLs expressed in years. As we can see, replacing only four disks with SCM devices can double or even triple the array MTTDL. In addition, we observe that the beneficial effects of the substitution become significant as soon as the SCM device failure rate is less than one half of the disk failure rate and reaches its maximum as soon as it becomes less than one tenth of that rate.

Figure 10. An alternative organization with nine data devices (including three SCMs) and six check devices forming three RAID level 6 arrays. (In reality, P and Q parity blocks will be distributed among all disks.)

Figure 11. State transition probability diagram for a stripe consisting of three data disks and two check disks.

V. TWO ALTERNATE ORGANIZATIONS

In this section, we compare the reliability of our two-dimensional RAID arrays, with and without SCM devices, with those of two other organizations.

A. A RAID level 6 organization

Another way of organizing a two-dimensional RAID array with $(n^2+2n)$ devices is to partition them into $n$ RAID level 6 stripes each consisting of $n$ data disks and two parity disks (we may prefer to now call these two disks check disks). This organization is illustrated in Figure 10. As we can see it has $(n(n+1))$ devices, that is, one less device than its two-dimensional counterpart. It would protect data against the failure of up to two devices in any of its $n$ stripes. We evaluate its MTTDL and compare it to those obtained by our two-dimensional array. Figure 11 shows the state transition probability diagram for a single RAID level 6 stripe consisting of four disks and one SCM device. State $<0, 0>$ represents the normal state of the array when its five devices are all operational. Successive failures of one of the four disks would first bring the array to state $<0, 1>$ then to state $<0, 2>$ while a third disk failure would result in data loss. In the same way, a failure of one of the SCM device would bring the array to state $<1, 0>$. State $<1, 1>$ represents the state of the array after it has lost one SCM device and one disk. Repair transitions are fairly regular.

The system of differential equations describing the behavior of each RAID level 6 stripe is

$$
\frac{dp_{00}(t)}{dt} = -(4\lambda + \lambda')p_{00}(t) + \mu(p_{01}(t) + p_{10}(t))
$$
Figure 12. Impact of SCM reliability on the Mean Time To Data Loss of a set of four RAID level 6 arrays.

\[
\frac{dp_{00}(t)}{dt} = -(3\lambda + \lambda' + \mu)p_{00}(t) + 12\lambda p_0(t) + 2\mu p_{02}(t) + \mu p_{11}(t)
\]

\[
\frac{dp_{01}(t)}{dt} = -(4\lambda + \mu)p_{01}(t) + \lambda' p_0(t) + \mu p_{11}(t)
\]

\[
\frac{dp_{02}(t)}{dt} = -(2\lambda + \lambda' + 2\mu)p_{02}(t) + 11\lambda p_0(t)
\]

\[
\frac{dp_{11}(t)}{dt} = -(3\lambda + \lambda' + 2\mu)p_{11}(t) + 4\lambda p_{10}(t) + \lambda' p_0(t)
\]

Applying the same techniques as in the previous section, we obtain the MTTDL of each stripe. Since our array configuration consists of three stripes, the MTTDL of the whole array is one third that value.

Figure 12 displays, on a logarithmic scale, the MTTDLs achieved by the new array configuration and compares them with the MTTDLs achieved by a two-dimensional array with same storage capacity. As in Figure 9, the disk failure rate \(\lambda\) is assumed to be equal to one failure every one hundred thousand hours and the disk repair times vary between half a day and seven days. As we can see, this alternative organization achieves MTTDLs that are much lower than those achieved by the two-dimensional arrays. We can explain this discrepancy by considering that the RAID level 6 configuration is vulnerable to the failure of any three devices within a single RAID stripe while the two-dimensional organizations can tolerate all triple failures without incurring data loss.

### B. A mirrored organization

Another possible way to protect data stored on \(n^2\) data disks is to mirror them on \(n^2\) additional devices. For the sake of our analysis, we will assume that these \(n^2\) devices are SCM devices. Let us observe first that this new solution would require \(n^2 - (n + 1)\) additional SCM devices to organizations such as that of Figure 6.

\[
MTTDL_{\text{pair}} = \frac{\lambda^2 + \lambda' + \lambda^2 + \mu(2\lambda + 2\lambda' + \mu)}{2\lambda^2(\lambda + \lambda' + 2\mu)},
\]

where \(\lambda\) and \(\lambda'\) are the respective failure rates of disk and SCM devices and \(\mu\) is the repair rates of these two devices.

Given that a mirrored organization capable of storing the same amount of data as our two-dimensional RAID array would have nine mirrored pairs, hence the MTTDL of the mirrored organization will be

\[
MTTDL_{\text{pair}} \cdot \frac{9}{9}.
\]

Figure 13 displays on a logarithmic scale the MTTDLs achieved by such sets of mirrored pairs and compares them with the MTTDLs achieved by a two-dimensional array with same storage capacity. As in Figure 7, the disk failure rate \(\lambda\) is assumed to be equal to one failure every one hundred thousand hours and the disk repair times vary between half a day and seven days.

We observe that the set of nine SCM mirrors also results in much lower MTTDLs than an all-disk two-dimensional array. It only improves upon the smaller all-disk array when the failure rate of the SCM devices is less than one thousand times that of a disk. As a result, it will require highly reliable SCMs to perform better than two-dimensional arrays, even when such arrays are not augmented with a smaller number of equivalent SCMs. This poor performance can be easily explained by observing that the mirrored organization cannot protect data against the failure of two devices in one of the mirrored pairs while the two-dimensional RAID array can tolerate the failure of any three devices.
The sole advantage of the mirrored organization is a simpler data reconstruction process involving a single device rather than entire rows and columns of devices. As a result, the mirrored organization will be less subject to irrecoverable read errors during the reconstruction process than the two-dimensional RAID organization.

VI. PREVIOUS WORK

Increases in data volumes inevitably result in larger numbers of devices, which in turn result in an increased likelihood of multi-device failures, and so there has been a significant amount of work on schemes to tolerate multi-device failures. Traditional RAID schemes aimed at surviving the loss of an individual device within an array [9, 20], and with variations of RAID-6 (and its various implementations) the goal was to survive the loss of two devices within an array [15, 21, 22]. EvenOdd and Row-Diagonal Parity are also parity-based schemes capable of surviving two-device failures [3, 5, 11]. With these schemes the goal was to survive the requisite number of device failures while attempting to minimize the total space sacrificed for redundant storage.

Other parity-based redundancy schemes included STAR, HoVer, GRID, and B’, the latter of which typified the tendency of such approaches to focus on the data layout pattern, independent of the number of underlying devices [13, 14, 18, 29]. Typically, these data layouts were subsequently declustered data across homogenous, uniform, devices, and the majority could be classified as variations of low-density parity-codes as used for erasure coding in the communications domain by the Luby LT codes, and the subsequent Tornado and Raptor variants [16, 17, 28]. Similar to the scheme we propose, HoVer and the more general GRID used parity-based layouts based on strips arranged in two or more dimensions. These layouts all assumed uniform homogenous devices, and largely competed based on their space efficiency [30, 32], or their ability to survive more than two device failures [14, 31].

Redundant layouts such as B’, Weaver codes [12], and our own SSPiRAL schemes [1, 2, 8,] departed from this trend, and offered redundant layouts that strictly limited the number of devices contributing to parity calculations, thereby offering a practical scheme for greater numbers of devices than typical in RAID arrays. SSPiRAL layouts were novel in their focus on individual device failures having potentially differing impact on the survivability of data. This treatment of devices as heterogeneous entities was an application of Systematic codes [24] across distinct storage devices, and was a departure from the typical goal of redundant storage layouts aiming to survive a predetermined number of device failures. Departing from such assumptions allows devices of varying reliability to be assigned roles with importance commensurate with their relative reliability. More recent efforts have started to investigate broader families of parity-based codes applied to heterogeneous device [10], and in this work we have proposed the use, and evaluated the effect of, using devices of distinct technologies in such a manner.

VII. CONCLUSION

Two-dimensional RAID arrays maintain separate row and column parities for all their disks. Depending on their organization, they can tolerate between two and three concurrent disk failures without losing any data. We have shown how to enhance the robustness of these arrays by replacing a small fraction of these drives by storage class memory devices that are several times more reliable than conventional disks. To obtain the most generally applicable results, we have used conservative bounds on failure and replacement rates. Our main results also assume no performance advantages for storage class memories beyond the assumption that they will be physically more reliable, a reasonable assumption given their lack of mechanical components in stark contrast to current disk technology.

As we have seen, the substitution of only a small fraction of magnetic disks with storage class memory devices can double or even triple the mean time to data loss (MTTDL) of each array depending on the ratio of the failure rates of these two devices.

In addition, we compared the reliability thus achieved by two-dimensional RAID arrays with those achieved by comparable RAID level 6 and mirrored organizations and concluded that two-dimensional RAID arrays are considerably more reliable than these two more popular organizations.

For future work we plan to evaluate the impact of SCM-augmentation on different redundant layouts focusing on data layouts that are cognizant of the SCM devices can as these layouts are likely to result in more effective systems than a direct replacement or overlaying of existing disk technology.
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